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The success of hydrodynamics
Hydrodynamics has been an invaluable tool to the heavy-ion community.

But fits to data require an early hydrodynamic starting time.
Open theoretical question: How does this occur?
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But, there are some tensions...

Above model: A. Andronic et al., Phys. Lett. B 673:142-145,2009
Similar results: S. Wheaton, J. Cleymans and M. Hauer, 
Comput. Phys. Commun. 180 (2009) 84-106.

PHENIX, PRL 109 (2012) 122302

Is this hinting at missing physics in the collision dynamics? 
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Conditions for hydrodynamics
1. Isotropy:

(near isotropy for visc. hydro)

2. Equation of state:

(small deviations of true pressure from equilibrium pressure handled by visc. Hydro.)

1. Thermalization is not required (T never enters ideal hydro equations)

2. Even if hydro is successfully describing system it is hiding a lot of physics
(Example: thermalization is most likely taking place while hydro is running)

3. Leaves open questions about the underlying dynamics
How and when does the system

Decohere?  Isotropize?  Thermalize?

Some comments:

Hydrodynamics is an initial value problem: 
The only consistent way to address these questions is by starting 

with what is already known about the high energy nuclear wavefunction
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The proton pre-collision
Our field has a good understanding of the nuclear wave-function:

15 years of HERA data support this picture:

NLO-BK:
Balitsky, Chirilli PRD 77 014019
Kovchegov, Weigert NPA 784 188
Albacete, Kovchegov PRD 75 125021

Albacete, Milhano, Quiroga-Arias ,Rojo,
arXiv:1203.1043 (2012).
Quiroga-Arias, Albacete, Armesto, Milhano, Salgado,
J.Phys.G G38 (2011) 124124.
Albacete, Armesto, Milhano, Salgado,
PRD80 (2009) 034031.

This uses Color-Glass-Condensate initial condition
For reviews see:  
McLerran, Lect. Notes Phys.583:291-334 (2002),  arXiv:hep-ph/0104285
Gelis, Iancu, Jalilian-Marian, Venugopalan: 
Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. (2010), arXiv: 1002.0333
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Substantiated by a rich phenomenology of RHIC experiments

For a review: Javier L. Albacete, Adrian Dumitru, Cyrille Marquet, Int.J.Mod.Phys. A28 (2013) 1340010 

Now we would like to go from p+A to A+A
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Nucleus-Nucleus: Classical Yang Mills

Romatschke, Venugopalan, 
PRL96:062302 (2006), 
PRD74:045011 (2006).

Perturbative expansion breaks down at

requiring a resummation of all terms like

Still an outstanding problem!  For some progress see:
Dusling, Gelis, Venugopalan: Nucl.Phys. A872 (2011) 161-195.
J. Berges, K. Boguslavski, S. Schlichting, R. Venugopalan. arXiv:1303.5650.
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Fluctuations → Higher Harmonics

B. Schenke, P. Tribedy, R. Venugopalan,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 108 (2012) 252301, 

IP-Glasma

MC-KLN

MC-Glauber
Only 3+1D CYM mapped to visc. hydro 
can eliminate last major uncertainty in 
flow studies.

Last major hurdle: 
resummation of instabilities 

Important role played by color charge fluctuations
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These SAME color charge fluctuations are 
responsible for...

First LHC Discovery!
(Sept. 2010)

“Normal Event”                    High Multiplicity Event

CMS Collaboration (Khachatryan, Vardan et al.) 
JHEP 1009 (2010) 091, arXiv:1009.4122 [hep-ex] Ridge
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HERA's view of the proton
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Criteria for Gluon Saturation

Saturation scale is a new momentum scale in problemSaturation scale is a new momentum scale in problem

Gribov, Levin, Ryskin (1983)

Transverse gluon density:

Recombination cross-section: 

Saturation Criteria:
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High Energy Landscape of QCD
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Jet graph:                                                        Glasma graph:

Power counting in QCD: multiparticle production
Low color charge density (min bias):
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Jet graph:                                                        Glasma graph:

Power counting in QCD: multiparticle production
Low color charge density (min bias):

High color charge density (central):
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QCD in the dense/dense limit

1. There is at least 6 units of rapidity between beam and produced gluons

2. We are interested in rare, fluctuation driven events producing well over
100 charged particles

To understand the ridge we must work in dense/dense limit:
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Power counting in QCD: multiparticle production

Expect        enhancement of “Glasma” graph!  Is this seen in the data?

As we increase the centrality (i.e. larger gluon occupation in the projectile / 
target system) the “glasma graph” is gradually enhanced by a factor of g-16.
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Anatomy of a proton-proton collision

Jet graph:

Glasma graph:
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We are probing rare parton configurations of the proton!

Systematics of the p+p ridge
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Sources of fluctuations

1. impact parameter
2. stochastic gluon evolution
3. fluctuations in number of scatterings 
4. showering and fragmentation of jets

High multiplicity events must be driven by fluctuations

A first principles treatment of all of the above is currently out of reach.

Regardless, if we assume these rare fock state configurations exist 
in the proton we know how to treat their scattering.
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Factorization in the dense/dense limit

Calculation of inclusive quantities can be written in a factorized form:

The complete treatment of inclusive observables at leading log of x involves

1. Solving the full JIMWLK hierarchy
2. Solving classical Yang-Mills

Currently, state of the art consists of the following two approximations

1. Gaussian truncation: JIMWLK → rcBK
2. Perturbative limit: (p  Q

s
)

Gelis, Lappi, Venugopalan, PRD78 (2008) 054019, PRD78 (2008) 054020, PRD79 (2009) 094017
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Factorization in the dense/dense limit
With the previous two approximations we arrive at the following 
factorization formula for the double inclusive cross-section

This admittedly omits some rescattering.

Recombination (via BK) is included
and contains evolution between the 
target/projectile and produced gluons 
AND between the two produced gluons.

Dusling, Gelis, Lappi, Venugopalan, Nucl.Phys. A836 (2010) 159-182
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Proton - Proton Systematics

Dusling, Venugopalan, arXiv:1302.7018, PRD 87, 094034 (2013).

Increasing Centrality
Increasin g M

om
en tum
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Understanding the Ridge

Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality:

Equality satisfied if and only if:

Expect collimation on very general grounds

The origin of the ridge is a subtle form of quantum interference:
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Understanding the Ridge

Ratio of Peak to Pedestal:

Collimation sensitive to detailed structure of nuclear wavefunction

Huge enhancement 
for dense targets !
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Understanding the Ridge

The likelihood that gluons at small impact parameters in the proton interact is much larger 
when the proton is scattering off many nucleons along its path, as in a lead nucleus.
It is therefore, very unlikely to scatter a hotspot in the proton with a dilute region of the nucleus.

In other words:
There is a correlation between the saturation scales in the proton and lead.
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Proton - Lead Systematics
Increasing Centrality

Increasin g M
om

en tum

Dusling, Venugopalan, arXiv:1302.7018, PRD 87, 094034 (2013).
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Final-State effects ?

● Why is jet unmodified ?

– A 1-2 GeV mini-jet escapes unmodified yet interactions are strong 
enough to produce a large flow of the underlying event ?

– This would be a peculiar paradigm much different from A+A

● Is there a consistent final-state picture of BOTH p+p and p+Pb ?

– Why is the signal 4 times larger in p+Pb for the same multiplicity ?

– Considering that the p+Pb and p+p areas are comparable ?
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Final-State effects ?

Away-side jet clearly modified in Pb+Pb
which is NOT seen in p+Pb and p+p 
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Bzdak, Schenke, Tribedy, Venugopalan: arXiv:1304.3403
ATLAS: arXiv:1303.2084

Final-State effects ?
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  p+p          vs           A+A
In p+p we are seeing the intrinsic 
collimation from a single flux tube

Increasing transverse flow in p+p 
creates a discrepancy with data.

Yet, transverse flow is needed to 
explain identical measurements in 
Pb+Pb

Dusling, Venugopalan, PRL 108, 262001 (2012).

In A+A there are many such tubes 
each with an intrinsic correlation
enhanced by flow
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Some comments on d+Au...

PHENIX, arxiv:1303.1794, Submitted to PRL.

1.  Deuteron is very loosely bound:  Complicated collision dynamics

2.  To see if signal is really larger at RHIC must measure PTY
   (Larger UE at 5 TeV can artificially lower signal)

3.  Can p+A [C, Cu, Au, ...]  be done? 
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Summary

1. The p+p and p+Pb ridge is probing the SAME color charge fluctuations 
responsible for the higher harmonic flow in A+A.

2. While nothing precludes the presence of final-state re-scattering 
in p+p and p+Pb it doesn't seem to play a large role.

3. Looking forward to p+C, p+Cu, p+Au !

4. Discovery potential is huge! We are probing rare quantum-fluctuations 
within the nucleus at the smallest length scales possible !
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Backup
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The “Double” Ridge

Data: ALICE, Phys.Lett. B719 (2013) 29-41. / ATLAS arXiv:1212.5198.

ALICE & ATLAS managed to subtract away-side jet 
and observes both the near and away-side ridge !
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DIS: Interpretation

For Q=20 GeV we are probing distances 1/100th the proton size ! 

Q: Transverse Spatial Resolution            xBj: 1/ Interaction time   

xBj: 2/  fraction of momentum 
carried by struck quark

partons are free during interaction
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The correlation is long range in rapidity: 
Causality dictates the correlation formed early.  

Introduction to The Ridge
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ALICE systematics

Data: ALICE Collaboration, Phys.Lett. B719 (2013) 29-41


